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Variable Leaf Milfoil 
Controlling the Next Invasive. . . What’s Next? by Guy Middleton 

Variable-Leaf Milfoil (VLM), the second “invasive” to be found in Upper Saranac Lake, is now a major focus for the Upper 
Saranac Foundation.  We have been very successful in diminishing Eurasian Water Milfoil (EWM) levels in Upper Saranac 
Lake over the last 10 years, and now the Foundation is on track to have the same success with VLM.  Although we have 
known that VLM has been in the Fish Creek Campground since 2008, it wasn’t until 2014 that it encroached into the USFs  
management area east of Route 30, in Fish Creek Pond.

This unwelcome aquatic plant, similar to other aquatic invasive plants, is an aggressive 
plant that can form dense mats, congesting waterways and crowd out native aquatic 
plants.  Thick growth of Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) can impair recreational use of 
waterways, including boating and swimming, while degrading the native habitat of fish 
and other wildlife.  Since neither EWM nor VLM is native to the Adirondacks, there 
are no predators to keep populations in check, thus they grow uncontrollably.  Once 
established, AIS are extremely difficult to eradicate.

 
 

In an effort to keep VLM from getting a stronghold in the main Lake, the USF increased its efforts to find and push back 
its growth towards the campground.  This summer, the USF divers focused one day a week aggressively surveying for, and 
hand harvesting VLM in Fish Creek Bay and Fish Creek Pond east of Route 30.  Fortunately, we found this new invasive 
in its early introduction to the Lake, allowing for successful management. 

We know, second to prevention, our best defense against AIS is early detection for management control and a greater 
chance of eradication.  This has shown true with VLM, where we now feel we have control and have diminished its effect.  
For EWM there was a long period of time between its introduction, detection and management efforts.  Where it has taken 
ten years with EWM for us to have the success we now have, through early detection we have gotten to the same point of 
successful management with VLM within a year.

This brings up a big question: If we know that there are AIS is in the Fish Creek campground waters, why don’t we move  
management efforts up-stream to address them at their source?  We have surveyed the waters within the campground to  
get an understanding of the severity of AIS, and to get an idea to what it would take to get the  
campground up to the same standard as USL.  At this time the Foundation isn’t in a position to make the financial  
commitment to take on this obligation.  It would mean a compromise in other USF efforts that include: water  
quality testing and monitoring, dam maintenance and repairs, invasive prevention, and Milfoil  

harvesting efforts on the main Lake.  We know if we cut back 
on current harvesting efforts, that our reduction of the Milfoil trend can 
turn quickly and grow back to 2004 levels, when we removed 18 tons.

In addition, the campground is just the beginning of the invasive  
tributary trail.  Current tributaries of Upper Saranac Lake that have  
invasive species include, in addition to Fish Creek Ponds,  Follensby 
Clear Pond, Square Pond, Fish Creek, Copperas Pond, Little Square 
Pond, Floodwood Pond and Rollins Pond.  So this brings up the next  
question, where would we stop, and is it USF’s responsibility to manage these  
bodies of water at the expense of the USL shore owners? 

With this said, the USF is looking for other means 
of supporting AIS management expenses in the campground. 
We have shown that we can be successful with our management techniques, 
but we would need financial support if we were to tackle such an effort in 
the campground. 

Variable Leaf Milfoil

Eurasian Milfoil



A Day on the Lake with Guy Middleton
by Jane Raffaldi, Education & Outreach Intern 
Adirondack Park Invasive Plant Program
 

Recently, Adirondack Park Invasive Plant Program (APIPP)’s aquatic coordinator 
Erin Vennie-Vollrath and I had the opportunity to tag along with Guy Middleton, 
Lake Manager for the Upper Saranac Lake Foundation (USF) as he patrolled for 
aquatic invasive species (AIS) out on the lake. As Upper Saranac’s Lake Manager, 
Guy’s responsibilities focus on maintaining the lake’s water quality. The  
management of AIS plays a vital role in accomplishing this.
 

While Eurasian water milfoil (EWM) is currently present and of most concern 
in the lake, Guy is always looking ahead to prevent future infestations of other 
AIS. One way he accomplishes this is through volunteer monitoring programs 
for species that he knows to be on their way. New this year is the volunteer 
Asian clam monitoring project. Asian clam threatens waterbodies by displacing 
highly vulnerable native mollusks that are often already threatened, reducing  
biodiversity and altering the food chain. On Upper Saranac, the survey  
project covers 10 high-risk locations on the lake. All of the survey areas are  
shallow with a sandy bottom and are known to have high levels of motorized 
boat traffic.  These high risk areas are surveyed for new introductions of Asian 
clam using survey kits composed of sieves, data sheets, and non-viable Asian 
clam examples.
 
Another species that Guy is keeping an eye out for is the spiny water flea. Spiny 
water flea is a large carnivorous zooplankton that is not eaten by native fish  
populations, yet voraciously consumes zooplankton, an important part of the 
diet of native young fish. While patrolling the lake with Guy, Erin performed 
spiny water flea surveys in two locations. Using a specialized filtering net, Erin 
conducted plankton tows in the deepest, coldest parts of the lake, where spiny 
water fleas would likely dwell during the day if they were present in the lake. In 
both areas, the tows retrieved plenty of native zooplankton, but no spiny water 
flea – good news for Upper Saranac Lake.
  

Even our EWM sightings that day were few and far between. Most of the  
infestations that were spotted consisted of only a handful of EWM plants that 
appeared bright green just beneath the water’s surface. Guy believes that Upper 
Saranac’s success in managing EWM is due to this surface spotting technique. 
He patrols the lake almost daily, searching high risk locations such as shallow 
waters and native plant beds. When he spots EWM plants, he tosses a numbered, 
anchored buoy into the water, which marks the location for response divers 
who return within a day to hand harvest the newly discovered plants. The  
divers are employed by Aquatic Invasive Management, LLC (AIM), an AIS removal  
business formed by Paul Smith’s College graduates.

AIM and USF have a long history of working together to control EWM on 
Upper Saranac Lake. AIM’s founders formed the company after working on a  
research project as students under the Paul Smith’s College Adirondack  
Watershed Institute. Their research study focused on EWM control techniques 
on Upper Saranac Lake. While EWM control techniques range from benthic  
matting to the use of bio controls, AIM has found hand harvesting to be the most 
effective method. Hand harvesting allows for increased precision and assures that 
few plant fragments escape during harvesting efforts. AIM keeps an eye out for 

Erin performs a survey for spiny water  
flea at one of the deepest parts  

of the lake.

Just zooplankton in this test! Spiny  
water flea is not known to be present  

in Upper Saranac Lake.

Our monitoring day was calm and  
clear, ideal conditions for spotting  

EWM under the surface.



other AIS while diving, but mostly focuses on managing 
the buoy-marked sites that Guy has previously located. This 
allows the dive team to pull more plants in a season and  
increases the efficiency of the survey and management  
process. When AIM first started managing Upper Saranac 
for EWM in 2004, they had 10 divers harvesting plants 
on the lake from early summer to mid-fall, where they  
removed 18 tons of EWM. As of last year, only 3 div-
ers were needed to harvest approximately 400 lbs. Guy  
predicts these positive trends to continue in 2015 and  
beyond.
 

While Guy attributes the lake’s AIS management suc-
cess to  ongoing early detection and rapid response ef-
forts, he also emphasizes the importance of  providing  
education on the threats and impacts posed by AIS and what  
Upper Saranac Lake shore owners can do to help. There are  
approximately 600 shore owners on Upper Saranac Lake, 
with a growing number of year-round residents. USF’s 
funding is raised entirely from these private shore own-
ers, totaling nearly $3 million over the past 15 years. Guy 
and APIPP provide education through AIS monitoring 
and management trainings, presentations and meetings, 
and hands-on water workshops for all ages. Guy also wel-
comes lake survey ride-alongs from curious residents who 
would like to learn more. During our visit he escorted not 
only Erin and me but also a father and daughter who were  
interested in invasive species and how USF was managing 
them on the lake. After spending the morning getting an 
up close look at the process and the species, they felt more 
comfortable knowing what to keep an eye out for and how 
to help.
 

By the end of the day, we had tossed out almost 10 new buoys 
marking EWM plants to be harvested. So far this summer 
Guy and the AIM crew have removed approximately 
120 lbs. of the plant. As long as conditions allow, Guy and 
AIM will be out on the water nearly every day throughout 
the rest of the summer adding to that count. While the  
process is intensive, the results are demonstrating  
tremendous success. The continued vigilance of Guy and 
AIM will be necessary to continue to control EWM and 
prevent other AIS from establishing in Upper Saranac Lake. 

If you are interested in volunteering for Upper Saranac 
Lake or APIPP, please contact Guy Middleton at lakeman-
ager@uslf.org or Erin Vennie-Vollrath at evennievollrath@
tnc.org. More information including previous year’s mil-
foil maps and weekly reports can be found on the Founda-
tion’s website at http://usfoundation.net.  

Members of Aquatic Invasive Management have been  
focusing on EWM removal at Upper Saranac Lake but  

keep an eye out for other AIS during their work.

Kyle of AIM and Guy analyze a fresh-picked  
sample of EWM.

Guy marks EWM sightings with these anchored  
buoys and then AIM will harvest the milfoil within a day.



Volunteer Asian Clam Survey Report 
2015 was the first year of the Volunteer Asian Clam Survey.  The purpose was 
to identify if there were any locations in Upper Saranac Lake/ Fish Creek 
Ponds where  invasive Asian Clams were present.  Second to prevention, 
our best defense against Asian Clams is early detection for the greatest 
chance of eradiation.  Left unchecked, Asian Clams can reproduce  
exponentially and cause negative ecological impacts, including algae blooms.  
Concentrations of Asian Clams have the potential to negatively impact the 
tourism economy, reduce property values and hamper recreational activities. 
Asian Clams have successfully been established in Lake George since 2010.  With 
such close proximity, and its biological characteristics, Asian Clams could easily 
inhabit the waters of Upper Saranac Lake.

Survey Implementation: The Upper Saranac Foundation conducted the organization of the Survey, and  
27 people volunteered in the Survey effort.  The Survey was conducted at the convenience of the volunteers anytime  
during the month of August   Volunteers signed up to survey one of the ten predetermined selected sites.  These sites were  
designated based on the clam’s desired habitat, proximity to potential entry points and limiting infringements on private 
land owners. 

The Survey work included sieving through sandy areas of the assigned sites at 20-30 foot intervals.  If anything appearing 
to be an Asian Clam was found, the surveyor contacted the Lake Manager for identification.  Each site varied in the  
number of samples required to be taken to complete the Survey.  The smallest of the sites only required 14 samples, while 
the largest needed over 300 samples.  

Survey Results: Nine of the ten sites were surveyed this year. Among the nine sites, ap-
proximately 800 sediment samples were sieved to identify the presence of Asian Clams. Fortu-
nately no Asian Clams were found in 2015.  There were reports of native Finger Nail Clams, also  
commonly known as Pea Clams, discovered in three of the sites.  In the case of Asian Clams being 
found, the Upper Saranac Foundation would implement the protocol outlined in the Upper Sara-
nac Lake Aquatic Invasive Species Prevention and Preparedness Plan for eradication. 

The Upper Saranac Foundation would like to thank all those who volunteered their time and 
efforts for the Survey.  The Foundation will plan to make the Volunteer Asian Clam Survey an 
annual event and will continue similar efforts for prevention and early detection to assure main-
tained water quality of Upper Saranac Lake. 

Lake Champlain algae drives down property values
by The Associated Press via NCPR
Aug 31, 2015 — GEORGIA, Vt. (AP) Blue-green algae is  
taking its toll on the value of property along parts of Lake  
Champlain. The town of Georgia recently reduced the value of 34 homes 
along St. Albans Bay by $50,000 each because of the algae that can be 
toxic to humans and dogs.

The algae blooms are fed by phosphorus-laden runoff from farms, roads 
and parking lots and discharges from municipal wastewater treatment 
plants.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency this month set a  
new pollution reduction goal for the Vermont side 
of the lake and state officials said they were already working on  
long-term plans to meet those goals.

Upper Saranac Lake 1990



Prevention and Early Detection 
of Aquatic Invasive Species  
                                   by Guy Middleton
Why are we concerned about new Aquatic Invasive 
Species (AIS) entering Upper Saranac Lake? 
Our neighboring waters possess many more  
threats than just our Milfoil problem.  The Great 
Lakes have 184 aquatic invasive species.  Lake  
Champlain has 49, Hudson River 91 and the St.  
Lawrence River 87.  Knowing that the impacts 
of AIS infestations and the escalating costs for  
management and prevention are enormous, 
we need to be prepared.  It’s not a matter 
 of if invasive species are on their way, it’s when. 

We know that prevention and early detection are the most economical ways to thwart further infestations of invasive  
species.  It is for this reason; our focus not only includes invasive harvesting efforts but also education and outreach, such 
as our Water Shield Workshops and the Asian Clam Survey, as well as our Watershed Steward’s monitoring of  boat access 
sites, including Fish Creek Campground, and the Boat Decontamination Station at the newly reconstructed State boat 
launch site at Back Bay.

As an example of how important early detection is, (referencing the Invasion Curve Graph), Eurasian Water Milfoil was 
detected in 1996 in USL.  It wasn’t until 1999, well after public awareness of the problem, that management began.  This 
was long after the possibility of eradication, and it became very costly to manage, as shown in the graph.  The USF has 
spent over $3 million over the last 16 years in management efforts.    

Variable Leaf Milfoil, on the other hand, was first detected in USL in 2014 by the USF funded AIM divers.  Management 
efforts began immediately, even before the public was aware of its discovery.  Management and containment continued 
throughout this summer.  Although it will likely not be eradicated fully from Fish Creek Pond, we feel, with continued 
vigilance, Variable Leaf will remain out of Upper Saranac Lake, making eradication in the Lake possible. 

An even a better example of early detection was the finding of Water Chestnut by the Watershed Steward at the Fish Creek 
Boat Launch this summer.  Water Chestnut is an aggressive invasive plant that forms dense mats, similar to Milfoil.  Water 
Chestnut is locally found in Lake Champlain.  Immediately after the discovery in Fish Creek, the plant was removed and 
a survey of the entire Fish Creek Pond was completed, with no addition findings.  

 

Although our success in Milfoil harvest-
ing has allowed consistent decreasing 
trends in management costs, additional  
resources have been needed for preventive 
measures. We hope to increase the presence 
of Watershed Stewards for more full time  
coverage.  With AIS being a mounting concern 
for Upper Saranac Lake, the USFs Prevention 
and Preparedness Plan has already been  
implemented and has proven effective.  The plan, 
developed in collaboration with Adirondack  
Watershed Instituted at Paul Smith’s College, 
outlines the best ways to prevent infestations, 
and what to do when we find new AIS. 

 
The plan can be found on the USF web site at: http://usfoundation.net/blog/invasive-prevention-and-preparedness-plan  



Letter to the Editor
Tami and I are excited to be a part of 
the Upper Saranac Lake community.   
In October of 2014 we had the opportunity 
to purchase camp 300 on county road 
45 (Panther Mountain Road) from Rick 
and Sue Mincher.  We had owned a  
vacation home on Lake Placid for a  
number of years and sold it after our 
kids completed college.  We have three  
children, Cassie 28, Lindsay 26, and Andy 
22.  We quickly realized how much we 
missed the Adirondacks after selling in 
Lake Placid and began our pursuit of  
finding the right property on the  

right body of water.  Our realtor, Kris Wheeler, served us well by finding us the perfect spot on Upper Saranac Lake.
  
This summer we had the opportunity to meet a number of wonderful people on the lake and we 
also were able to attend a meeting of The Upper Saranac Lake Foundation.  We were thrilled to find out there was 
such an organized group that had a passion to protect and preserve the water quality of Upper Saranac 
Lake along with the dam that controls the lake level.  The extreme focus of the organization 
gives us great comfort in knowing our real estate investment is protected and our recreational use of the lake  
will be enjoyed by our family for many years to come.  We gladly want to support The Foundation annually and we look  
forward to making many new friends on the lake next summer.  Feel free to stop and say hello the next time you’re in  
our area.  We’d love to meet you. 
 

Ray and Tami Moats, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida  

Friends of Tommy’s Rock
Fall is here and it is a great time to reflect on how important 
the future of Upper Saranac Lake is to all of us.   
Friends of Tommy’s Rock was created 
to recognize those that have made a commitment 
to protect the Lake for future generations by including the  
Foundation in their Will or Estate Plan.

Increasingly, families are sharing with us their  
intention to include the Upper Saranac Foundation 
in their Estate Planning, and we would 
welcome your Legacy gift to the Foundation,   
enabling it to continue its programs for years to come.   

We have also identified two other ways that those that are no longer with us, but made a commitment to the Lake 
when they were alive.  These would include deceased members of the Lake community who made contributions to the  
Foundation, and those who had Memorial Gifts made in their name.

If you have a loved one that fits either of these two categories and would like them listed on our website, or are planning 
on establishing a Legacy gift to the Foundation, please contact friends@uslf.org or call Jim Crane (518) 891-1871.

Moon Light
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While our Mission still is, 
and always will be, about Water Quality . . .
We are much more than that.  You will be receiving the booklet, pictured 
at the left, in the mail that explains in detail what we do to support our 
Programs.  It is the basis of our end of year Fundraising campaign.  
Please take some time to look through it.  It will give you a much  
better understanding of the level of commitment that we have made to  
our efforts.  We encourage you to join your neighbors in  
being as generous as possible to help the Foundation and its Mission, 
now and in the future.

Upper Saranac Foundation

It still is, and always will be, about Water Quality

Fall Light


